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By Gary Indiana

Two Dollar Radio. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, The Shanghai Gesture, Gary
Indiana, "Indiana has gloriously revived an obscure Hollywood film of the same name, infused it
with eroticism and intrigue - and added Dr. Fu Manchu! The result is a lustrous, laugh-out-loud
world of bawd and mayhem; an erudite, charmingly operatic opium den of decadence that
seesaws between high brow and low camp and reads as though Cormac McCarthy had rewritten
Austin Powers."--Arthur Nersesian "Ambitious. gonzo social satire." --Publishers Weekly "A fearless
and valuable writer."--The Washington Post "[Gary Indiana] is the primary reporter of the
underground, the dissociation of cultures, the new behaviors; there is a sense that if you want to
understand what has happened in America, you would have to read Gary Indiana. And this newest
book is a leap forward."-Michael Silverblatt "Like The Wizard of Oz meets Naked Lunch. this
strange, filthy, uproarious little novel is a riveting read from start to finish."--Boldtype In the
internationally acclaimed author's first novel since Do Everything in the Dark, Gary Indiana applies
his prickly wit, nihilistic vision, and utterly original voice to this side-splitting spin on Fu Manchu. A
mysterious bout of narcolepsy has overtaken the seaside hamlet...
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Reviews
It in one of the best book. Better then never, though i am quite late in start reading this one. You wont feel monotony at at any moment of the time (that's
what catalogues are for regarding in the event you check with me).
-- Dr . K r istin Dickens
The ebook is simple in read easier to recognize. It is one of the most awesome book we have read through. I am happy to explain how this is basically the
finest pdf we have read inside my very own lifestyle and may be he finest publication for actually.
-- Ja iden Tur cotte DDS
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